
ACTION MINUTES FROM COUNCIL MEETING OF MAY 8TH

Apologies   None

Minutes or previous meeting
Accuracy agreed.  No matters arising.

Financial report
Jon was thanked for his quarterly report and he said he had no concerns at this stage but that it would be a challenge to keep 
expenditure down going forward into the rest of the year.  There were no questions for him to answer.

Membership Issues
Ellie reported that 5 full membership applications had been received and additionally one application for country membership and 6 
junior applications.  It was agreed that these should be approved.  A  lengthy discussion then followed regarding junior members, 
social members, non-playing members and rejoining former members.  It was agreed that Ralph would clarify the outcomes of the 
discussion and confirm our membership arrangements to Council members via email before posting on the website.
ACTION Ralph to circulate clarification details for approval

Captain's report
George reported that the 125th anniversary celebration would be on August 28th together with the formal farewell to Roy Alderton.  
Details of the event had yet to be determined but advance notice of the date would be given to members prior to a formal invitation.  
David agreed to ask Roy to save the date and it was also agreed that a collection for Roy would be undertaken nearer to the time.
ACTION George to report back as appropriate, David to speak to Roy, and Mike to advise members.

Manager's update
Ellie reported that the additional training with ClubV1 had gone well.  The issue of using the system to host a range of payment 
functions for members had been discussed but the implications of introducing such a facility needed more consideration.  It was 
agreed that Ellie and Jon would look at the various options in more detail and report back.
ACTION Ellie and Jon to offer further feedback at the next meeting.

Professional provision
Ralph outlined initial discussions with a golf consultant who operated a professional service to a number of clubs under his own 
management umbrella. Ralph further explained that he had shared with him our historical practices as well as our future plans for 
developing the course. He had additionally confirmed that we would welcome any thoughts about how best we could develop 
services at Flempton.  An initial opinion had indicated that as a club it ought to be financially viable to offer a range of more 
extensive professional services to members.  It was agreed that we would welcome a presentation to Council on the evening of June 
10th that would set out a range of options for our consideration.  In the meantime Mike would also explain to Paul that we were taking
advice on how to develop our professional operation and that we would share things with him in due course.
ACTION
Mike to speak to Paul as mentioned and Ralph to confirm the presentation arrangements.

House update
Brian confirmed that arrangements for the installation of the new gate were well in hand and that he was awaiting a quote from West 
Suffolk Solar following an on-site meeting.  He also reported that the clubhouse working party had agreed a brief – more clubhouse 
space, updated office provision, improved changing facilities, better pro shop, possible meeting room – and that they were looking at 
one exemplar model of a costed and funded development for consideration.  Brian indicated he would like to defer providing details 
until more progress had been made as there was already too much gossip on this matter.
After a short discussion it was agreed that Brian would report back on progress at our next meeting.  David asked for it to be noted 
that  in his view donations with specific financial  'strings attached' would need to be honoured accordingly but that the use of more 
general income raised through loans should be at the discretion of  the Council.
ACTION Brian to report back on clubhouse plans at the next meeting.

Course report
David continued to report that owing to unfavourable spring weather the course condition was not as good as he would want.  He  
still anticipated significant improvement in the next few months and that Jamie was planning to tackle the current problems with 
leatherjackets using a new biological product.  David was also able to confirm that the estimated cost of a new irrigation system was 
likely to be in the region of £450k although it would be reduced if there was no fairway irrigation.  He also added that his new greens
committee included  Ewan McMahon who had significant professional expertise relating to irrigation systems.
ACTION David to check further on obtaining an additional irrigation licence.

AOB
Ralph agreed to provide 2 signs for disabled parking and one for reserved parking for the club manager. Ralph also reported on a 
recent positive visit from Thomas Dean a professional golf journalist.  It was also confirmed that Tony and Ellie would be taking two 
weeks annual leave from June 12th.
ACTION Ralph to organise the agreed signage.

Date of next meeting:  June 10th at 17.30 for essential business followed by presentations on the clubhouse and professional services. 
This meeting will take place in the clubhouse which will be partially closed to accommodate it.


